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QUESTION 1

What is the most commonly used measurement unit for describing a UPS? 

A. kW 

B. VA 

C. Amps 

D. kJ 

Correct Answer: B 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 187\par An
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system provides power to the server in case of loss of electrical power from the
main building power. The UPS is rated in volt-amps (VA) which is the total power it can handle and the time it can run
the server, usually the time required for the operating system to close all running applications, gracefully shut itself
down, and turn off the server.\par } 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about in-band network management? 

A. Network ports or swtiches are not used for domain management. 

B. SSH protocol is used to access and manage the devices. 

C. A seperate network is maintaned for each management domain. 

D. The control and management data share the same network. 

Correct Answer: D 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 155:\par Managing
hardware remotely In-band management is the best choice for most servers that are accessed through standard
connections and when the operating system is functioning. It provides a wider range of functions and greater security
because it can depend heavily on the specific management tool in use. In- band management is appropriate for wired
and wireless devices. It is functions independently from switch/ router platforms and versions.\par } 

 

QUESTION 3

What devices off the highest and most sophisticated level of security when restricting access to a server rom? (Select
two) 

A. retinal scanner 

B. proximity card reader 
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C. mechanical lock 

D. fingerprint scanner 

E. reinforced steel door 

F. bulletproof window 

Correct Answer: AD 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 202:\par Recognizing
and reporting physical security issues\par Biometric locks ?This is the latest and most sophisticated technology that
relies on a measurable physical characteristic such as a retinal scan, speech pattern, or fingerprint. As with card
readers, this technology also allows tracking who has accessed a room.\par } 

 

QUESTION 4

Which information should a successful backup strategy contain? (Select two) 

A. passwords for application files 

B. number of I/O slots in a server 

C. number of users using the system 

D. when the data is to be backed up 

E. off-site storage of backup media location 

Correct Answer: DE 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 292:\par Implementing a
successful backup strategy\par To develop a successful company-wide backup strategy, you must understand the
network architecture and the demands placed on the system by its users.\par Equipped with that information, you can
conduct a network backup needs analysis to:\par 

1.

 Determine which data to back up.\par 

2.

 Record how often and when the data is modified.\par 

3.

 Establish the best time to perform the backups.\par To create and implement an effective backup solution, you need
to:\par 

1.

 Choose a backup method.\par 
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2.

 Select and install hardware.\par 

3.

 Select and install software.\par 

4.

 Determine a backup tape rotation scheme.\par 

5.

 Plan for offsite storage of backup media.\par } 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the virtual machine instance commonly called? 

A. guest 

B. host 

C. partition 

D. hypervisor 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is considered a best practice for a data center? 

A. leaving KVM stations unlocked for ease of administraton 

B. labeling both ends of cables for easy or identifications 

C. unplugging redundant power supplies to conserve power 

D. storing all administrative passwords on a sheet in the locked data center 

Correct Answer: B 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 234\par Equipment
moves, rack additions, and personnel changes are much less disruptive when the cable infrastructure is planned,
documented, and simplified through the use of proper spacing, cable ties, color coding, and accurate labeling.\par } 

 

QUESTION 7
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What happens during an incremental backup? (Select two) 

A. The archive bit is set to 1. 

B. The archive bit is left alone 

C. The archive bit is reset to 0. 

D. The transaction log is cleared. 

E. The transaction log is left alone. 

Correct Answer: CD 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 194\par In an
incremental backup, only the new or changed files with the archive bit set on are backed up. After a file is backed up, its
archive bit is turned off, or cleared. An incremental backup takes much less time to perform than the full backup, but
more than the differential backup.\par } 

 

QUESTION 8

Which material should be used for cleaning the ends of fibre optic cables? 

A. water 

B. carbon dioxide 

C. polyester cloth 

D. gravel 

Correct Answer: C 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 129\par Cabling best
practices For cleaning the ends of fiber-optic cables, be sure to use the proper material, which is polyester cloth.\par } 

 

QUESTION 9

Your RAID 5 array on a Smart Array sustains a drive failure. A hot spare replaces the failed drive and rebuilds
successfully. After replacing the failed drive with a new drive, what happens next? 

A. The spare drive replicates its data to the new drive and both work as a mirror until you evict the spare drive. 

B. The new drive stays offline until you assign it to the array, at which point it automatically takes the place of the spare
drive. 

C. The new drive re-assumes its place in the RAID set and after data rebuild is complete, the drive that was the spare
once again becomes the hot spare drive. 

D. The new drive becomes a spare drive and you must go to the ACU to remove the old space drive and then re-add
the new drive to the array. 
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Correct Answer: C 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 1 - Page 269\par As soon as the
failed drive is replaced, 

data is automatically rebuilt on the new drive. After data has been completely rebuilt on the new drive, the online spare
returns to its role as an online spare drive. 

This avoids roaming online spare drives.\par 

} 

 

QUESTION 10

Your server is running Windows 2003 and you are experiencing network performance issues. What can you do to
determine if the bottleneck is the network card? 

A. Replace the NVRAM on the network card. 

B. If the server contains multiple network cards, remove all but one card. 

C. Run the system monitor applet to monitor the network throughput. 

D. Add NVRAM to the network card. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer complains about server performance. Performance parameters show the following information: 

Network Segment: % Network Utilization - 55% 

Page/Sec - 7 

% Processor Time - 55% 

% Disk Time - 35% 

A. disk 

B. network 

C. memory 

D. processor 

Correct Answer: C 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 245\par Pages/Sec
---Displays the number of pages read from or written to disk to resolve hard page faults. Hard page faults occur when a
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process requires code or data that is not in its working set or elsewhere in physical memory, and must be retrieved from
disk.\par On most servers, if this value is consistently greater than 5, it indicates an excessive amount of paging. Try to
identify the application that is creating the paging condition. If this is not normal behavior for the application, adding
memory might increase system performance.\par } 

 

QUESTION 12

In systems with AMD processors, what allows communication between processors and the I/O subsystem? 

A. Northbridge 

B. Southbridge 

C. HyperTransport link 

D. APIC 

E. QuickPath Interconnect 

Correct Answer: C 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 1 - Page 37\par AMD processors
are able to communicate with each other through HyperTransport point-to-point links. This enables one processor to
access the memory connected to another processor. Inside the processor, a crossbar switch connects the processor,
memory controller, and HyperTransport links.\par AMD processors also use HyperTransport links to connect to the I/O
subsystem.\par The links on particular processors are connected to I/O tunnels that support the I/O devices.\par All
other processors can communicate with the I/O system through the HyperTransport links.\par Legacy devices are also
connected to one of the I/O tunnels.\par } 

 

QUESTION 13

All the RAID sets in a server system are no longer accessible. Which step should be taken first to troubleshoot this
problem? 

A. Replace the array controller. 

B. Pull all the disks except one in orer to get a lease on working. 

C. Start the system with the OS installation CD to repartition the hard drives. 

D. Use the array controller diagnostics utility to verify the array status. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which are Linux resource monitoring tools? (Select three) 

A. free 
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B. monitor 

C. perfmon 

D. vmstat 

E. top 

F. vtune 

Correct Answer: ADE 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 251\par Performance
evaluation tools\par Red Hat and SuSE Linux include a variety of resource monitoring tools including:\par Free top\par
GNOME System Monitor (a more graphically oriented version of top)\par vmstat\par Sysstat suite of resource monitoring
tools\par } 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer is using the GFS backup rotation plan with the weekly backups occuring Friday evening. The customer
needs to restore a file that was known to be good on Friday morning. From which backup should the customer restore? 

A. Father 

B. Differential 

C. Grandfather 

D. Son 

Correct Answer: D 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg936\deff0\deflang1033\deflangfe2052{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 MS Shell Dlg 2;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2052\f0\fs17 Industry Standard Architecture - Student Guide 2 - Page 302:\par Grandfather-
Father-Son tape rotation \par The system administrator typically performs a full backup every Monday (father) and
incremental backups on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays (sons). The administrator performs another full backup
at the end of the week (father) and another at the end of the month (grandfather).\par } 
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